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Abstract— This research work focuses on review of 

techniques related to speech recognition system and come 

up with a design for such systems. The focus would be on 

understanding and evaluating various concepts and then 

analyzing performance of speech to text conversion 

specifically for isolated words. The aim of this work is to 

analyze the performance of SRS using Artificial Neural 

Network and Linear Predictive coding of speech.  The 

experiment was carried in various external environment to 

capture variety of speech samples for specific words and 

then assess the system performance and accuracy. This work 

is carried out in MATLAB using speech processing toolbox. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Human problem solving is basically a pattern processing 

problem and not a data processing problem. In any pattern 

recognition task humans perceive patterns in the input data 

and manipulate the pattern directly. In this work we discuss 

attempts at developing computing models based on pattern 

recognition algorithms to deal with speech pattern and its 

reliable recognition situations in real life. Search for new 

models of computing is motivated by our quest to solve 

natural (intelligent) tasks by exploiting the developments in 

computer technology. 

 This work concentrated on developing SRS model 

using LPC and ANN and evaluating the system with variety 

of voices include male, female and child voice in trained and 

without trained environment. The isolated words using are 

digits 0-9 but easily extendable to other vocabs. 

 The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

provides the literature review. Proposed methodology is 

given in Section 3. Section 4 described the experimental 

results. Conclusion is given in Section 5. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Santosh K.Gaikwad, Bharti W.Gawali, and Pravin 

Yannawar reviewed the various stage involved in the speech 

recognition system (SRS) and different technology options 

available for to implement those stages. The keys stages 

involved were identified as Analysis, Feature Extraction, 

Modelling Technique, and Testing. From the theoretical 

evaluation, authors concluded that MFCC is widely used 

feature extraction of speech and GHM and HMM is a better 

bit for modelling [1]. 

 Vimala.C, and Dr.V.Radha also discussed 

Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, its evolution 

over time and various concepts involved in it. It discussed 

MFCC and LPC for feature extraction and various speech 

recognition approaches including template based approach, 

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), Statistical Based 

approaches, Knowledge based approaches and neural 

network based approaches. Author concluded MFCC and 

HMM as suitable for good recognition result and to deploy 

powerful and effective system for worldwide use [2]. 

 Xin Lei, Andrew Senior, Alexander Greenstein, 

and Jeffrey Sorensen, all working with google, discussed the 

challenges involved in ASR system for mobile devices. The 

major challenge is to maintain small memory footprint on 

the device and still providing accurate and real time speech 

conversion. Authors compared the GMM acoustic model 

accuracy with DNN (deep neural network) and concluded 

that DNN provides 27.5% relative improvement over GMM. 

DNN also reduces the storage space by 60% relative with 

LOUDS based language compression model [3]. 

 Suma Swamy, and K.V Ramakrishnan proposed a 

speech recognition system which first recognize the speaker 

and then recognize the word spoken by speaker. In this 

model the separate database were kept for different speakers 

to store coded speech features and later using HMM with 

VQ (vector quantization) speech is extracted. It was found 

that the combination of MFCC and Distance Minimum 

algorithm gives the best performance and also accurate 

results in most of the cases with an overall efficiency of 

95%. Authors also concluded that HMM algorithm is able to 

identify the most commonly used isolated word. As a result 

of this, speech recognition system achieved 98% efficiency. 

This approach although improves the performance but will 

have limitation in terms of scaling the solution because it is 

impractical to collect database for each speaker and it is also 

adding cost of storage [4]. 

 JOSEPH W. PICONE divided the signal modelling 

in four basic operations: spectral shaping, spectral analysis, 

parametric transformations and statistical modeling. It is a 

old classic paper which defined the terminology, various 

modeling aspects. Author commented that “badly trained 

parameters are often cited as the major contributor to bad 

performance. Hence, approaches that minimize the number 

of parameters, like variance-weighting, are preferred over 

approaches that are statistically optimal, e.g., prewhitening 

transformations, but require large amounts of training data” 

[5]. 

 Jerey Adam Bilmes argued that performance of the 

state of the art ASR is far worse that of humans, mainly 

because of the poor statistical modeling. He developed a 

new statistical model based on natural statistical properties 

of speech by extending HMM (called BMM). Author 

concluded that, one way to significantly improve speech 

recognition performance is to simultaneously improve both 

the acoustic and the pronunciation models [6]. 

 M.A.Anusuya, and S.K.Katti reviewed the progress 

done in ASR system in past 60 years and described the 

taxonomy of speech recognition, mainly the categorization 

among AI, Acoustic Phonetic, and Pattern recognition which 

were further sub categorized to understand the ecosystem 

better. It explained year wise development of technologies 

in ASR [7]. 
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 Reference [8] is also a work done in the area of 

reviewing the speech recognitions systems and compared six 

modern technology with the vocabularies ranging from 10 to 

65000 words. Author evaluates that error rates of machines 

are far greater than human and further degrades in noisy 

environments [8]. 

 Bhupinder Singh, Neha Kapur, and Puneet Kaur 

studied the ASR using HMM and developed a voice based 

user interface system and Authors predicted that the user 

interface can be used in variety of application including 

operations on computer through voice commands [9]. 

Charles Corfield proposed four steps in 

1) Audio to phonemes 

2) Phonemes to words 

3) Words to Phrases , or language modelling 

4) Raw transcribed text to formatted text or 

normalization 

 Charles also summarizes the common issues in 

ASR such as poor quality audio, lexical problem, problems 

related to language models. Authors work helped in quick 

understanding of the component used in ASR and problems 

associated while implementing [10]. 

 The referenced [11] whitepaper evaluated the 

choices for having a speech recognition system in 

warehouse environments. It dictated that the Speaker 

Dependent System is more suitable than the Speaker 

independent system although later saves sometime of 

training the system. One time training of the system for a 

given speaker reaps more benefits in longer term as there are 

less number of changes expected in the worker work in 

warehouses and it is easy to train the system for their voices 

personally. It suggests that depending upon the context of 

the problem the appropriate solution should be chosen 

which can yield good accuracy and performance even 

though it adds initial cost in set up. 

 Jeremy Bradbury explains the linear predictive 

coding (LPC) in his lecture and defines LPC as digital 

method for encoding an analog signal in which a particular 

value is predicted by a linear function of the past values of 

the signal. . It was first proposed as a method for encoding 

human speech by the United States Department of Defense 

in federal standard 1015, published in 1984. Human speech 

is produced in the vocal tract which can be approximated as 

a variable diameter tube. The linear predictive coding (LPC) 

model is based on a mathematical approximation of the 

vocal tract represented by this tube of a varying diameter 

[12]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The main aim of the research work is to first understand the 

key component while designing ASR system and then 

develop and evaluate the LPC and ANN based ASR for 

different acoustic environment, speakers of different age and 

gender. The work aimed in this paper has been organized in 

three phases. 

 
Fig. 1: Phases for the Research Work Execution 

Fig. 1 shows the phases involved in executing this work. 

A. System Design: 

In this phase, key components of the envisioned system has 

been identified. There are three major flows which needs to 

be designed, those are speech sampling, sample training and 

storage, voice to text conversion. 

A/D Voice 
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Input Voice
(Isolated Word)

 
Fig. 2: Sampling of Input Voice Signal and labeling 

 Fig. 2 describes the key component required in the 

process of taking the input signal and process it to convert 

into features. Here features are nothing but the LPC 

coefficients extracted using auto correlation method. As 

LPC theory suggests these coefficients can be used to 

reconstruct the original voice sample with some noise as 

LPC is a noisy compression mechanism. 
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Fig. 3: Training Database Set up 

 Fig. 3 explains the key components and the order in 

which these components will be used to prepare the training 

database. ANN has been used for pattern recognition and to 

train the ANN, back propagation mechanism has been used. 
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Fig. 4: Conversion of Isolated Word to Text 

 Fig. 4 summarizes the steps and component 

interaction required for voice to text conversion. It uses the 

ANN to identify the best match for the incoming voice 

input. The label related to best match is searched in training 

data storage and generated as the output 

B. Implementation: 

The key component which are identified during design has 

been implemented using MATLAB software tool. Following 

are the details: 

Noise Removal Frame Blocking
Windows 

Overlapping
LPC Coefficient 

Generation

 
Fig. 5: Feature Extraction Steps 

Fig. 5 explains the feature extraction process. 

1) Voice sampling is done for 1 second each with 

sampling rate of 8KHZ. 

2) Using LPF noise removal is done which reduces 

the size of the sample. 

3) The samples are dividing into frame so that it can 

be assumed as stationary signal. Block length of 

240 with overlapping of 80 samples is done. 

4) To attenuate the block edge discontinuity hamming 

windowing is done 

5) Finally for each block LPC coefficients are 

calculated using auto correlation method 

 Neural network is configured to use 228 as input 

layer size and 25 hidden layers. For more efficiency hidden 

layers can be increased but at the cost of more storage space. 

C. Testing: 

In this phase ASR implemented in Section B. was tested. 

Following test scenarios were created for good coverage of 

assessment 

System Design Implementation Testing Assessment
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1) 3 Speakers of diverse age were chosen. An adult 

male, an adult women, a girl child below 6 years 

2) Variety of external environments were used for 

testing which includes quite room, room with 

consistent and constant noise ( such as fan noise), 

room with variable noise ( sound of TV) 

3) 3 states of ANN is used for testing, Un-trained ( 

trained with unknown speaker), Trained for one 

speaker only, trained for multiple speakers, trained 

the systems multiple times, all the training is done 

in quite rooms 

4) Testing was confined only to digits 0-9 to limit the 

scope of testing. Training was done for 30 equally 

distributed samples for each speaker in one 

iteration. 

D. Assessment: 

This phase analyzes the results collected during testing 

experiments and derives conclusion about the work 

performed. Section 4. will be discussing the results. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS 

The aim of the experiment focused on evaluating LPC based 

Speech recognition for isolated word under various external 

conditions including no noise to very noisy environments 

and under trained and untrained system.  

Following results were captured while testing the system. 

 
Fig. 1: ASR System Accuracy For Unknown Speaker 

Trained System 

 
Fig. 2: ASR System Accuracy For Trained With Child 

Speaker Only 

 
Fig. 3: ASR System Accuracy For Trained With Female 

And Child Speaker Only 

 
Fig. 4: ASR System Accuracy For Noisy (Fan), Trained 

With Female And Child Speaker Only 

 
Fig. 5: ASR System Accuracy For Noisy (TV), Trained 

With Female And Child 

 

 
Fig. 6: Cumulative Assessment By Speakers 

 

 
Fig. 7: Cumulative Assessment by Words 
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 By observing the results as graphically depicted in 

Fig. 6-12, it has been found that the system accuracy 

increases for the given speaker if it has trained the system 

with his voice and it dramatically reduces in extreme 

conditions. Also Fig. 12 summarizes that some digits which 

has easy phonetics such as “4” and “0 are having good 

accuracy. To improve the system performance large no. of 

training sets needs to be stored and the accuracy can be 

further increased.  

 More advance representations of coefficients such 

as log area ratio (LAR), line spectral pairs (LSP), and 

reflection coefficients can be used for more predictability. 
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